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This thesis researches the general situation of illegal immigrant, the strictly 
forbidden policy measures and prevalence reasons, in view of having a more 
comprehensive explanation of this historical phenomenon. 
This thesis is composed of five parts. In introduction part, the thesis gives a 
review of relevant theoretical background, explains the reason and significance of this 
topic, It is very important to emphasize the conceptions and methodology of history of 
mentalities, and then it gives a brief explanation of the analytical structure of this 
thesis. 
The second part reviews and describes the basic features of chinese immigrants 
to Taiwan before 1683. On base of previous studies, the author orders a variety of 
factors that impact on the immigrants to Taiwan, this factors include economic, 
political, social and natural disasters. 
The third part describes the survey of chinese immigrant to Taiwan in Qing 
Dynasty, and analyses the time when the government licensed immigrants to Taiwan. 
Meanwhile, the author discusses around the issue of illegal immigrant to Taiwan in 
detail, it mainly related to the environment and way, case and penalties. 
The fourth part recounts that the Qing government has repeatedly reiterated to 
license and prohibit illegal immigrant. and analyses the effectiveness of the policy 
measures. The thesis points out that the prohibited measures are little effective. 
The fifth part analyses the reason about the illegal immigrant repeatedly. The 
author makes use of the force interaction principle, analyses this problems from four 
aspects, They refer to the thrust from Fujian and Guangdong, the pull from Taiwan, 
and the reaction force formed by the government’s resistance.  
The conclusion discusses the policy measures about licensing to Taiwan and 
prohibiting illegal immigrant. The author points out on base of Engels “Force 
parallelogram rule” that the prevalence of illegal immigrant is the result of the 
interaction of four forces. 
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